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Identifying Smokers with a Medical Extraction System

CHERYL CLARK, PHD, KATHLEEN GOOD, PHD, LESLEY JEZIERNY, MELISSA MACPHERSON, MA,
BRIAN WILSON, URSZULA CHAJEWSKA, PHD

Abstract The Clinical Language Understanding group at Nuance Communications has developed a medical
information extraction system that combines a rule-based extraction engine with machine learning algorithms to
identify and categorize references to patient smoking in clinical reports. The extraction engine identifies smoking
references; documents that contain no smoking references are classified as UNKNOWN. For the remaining
documents, the extraction engine uses linguistic analysis to associate features such as status and time to smoking
mentions. Machine learning is used to classify the documents based on these features. This approach shows
overall accuracy in the 90s on all data sets used. Classification using engine-generated and word-based features
outperforms classification using only word-based features for all data sets, although the difference gets smaller as
the data set size increases. These techniques could be applied to identify other risk factors, such as drug and
alcohol use, or a family history of a disease.
� J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2008;15:36–39. DOI 10.1197/jamia.M2442.
Introduction
Medical reports contain a wealth of data about diagnoses,
medications, procedures, etc., expressed primarily as narra-
tive text. This information is difficult to access in free text. A
technology that identifies and extracts such data from text
makes it possible to build applications that perform tasks
such as population of computerized electronic records, re-
port summarization for physicians, support for medical
coding, and government/insurance reporting.

The Clinical Language Understanding group at Nuance
Communications has built an engine that extracts targeted
data from the text of electronic medical reports. In addition
to determining that a particular span of text refers to a
diagnosis, procedure, or medication, the Nuance medical
extraction system analyzes linguistic context to determine
the relevance or status of medical entities. Thus, a medica-
tion may be current or discontinued, a diagnosis may be
confirmed or denied, etc. Several research groups1-6 have
addressed the task of clinical data extraction in recent years.a

The Nuance system follows in this tradition, but is distin-
guished by its emphasis on determining the status of med-
ical entities.

i2b2 Smoking Challenge
In 2006, Nuance participated in the “Smoking Challenge,” a
natural language processing shared task competition spon-
sored by Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside
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(i2b2). The work done for the i2b2 Smoking Challenge
served as a targeted trial that led to more general experi-
ments presented in this paper.

The Smoking Challenge required the automatic classifica-
tion of patients with respect to smoking status, based on
clinical reports. I2b2 defined five smoking categories:7 PAST
SMOKER, CURRENT SMOKER, SMOKER, NON-SMOKER,
and UNKNOWN.

The Nuance medical extraction system can recognize text
that refers to patient smoking behavior, distinguish state-
ments denying smoking from statements asserting or imply-
ing smoking, and distinguish expressions that indicate cur-
rent time, recent past, and distant past. We submitted three
test results to the Smoking Challenge, and they were the
winning submissions.b

Since we used a supervised machine learning approach for
the Smoking Challenge, we augmented the training data
that was supplied by the challenge organizers. Our hypoth-
esis that using a larger training set would lead to better
learning models was verified experimentally in the course of
the challenge. Linguistic information provided by our ex-
traction engine also improved results significantly. Since the
Challenge, we have investigated in more detail the contri-
butions that data set size, data set homogeneity, and the use
of linguistically-based classification features make to docu-
ment classification accuracy.

Methods
Data
Data provided by i2b2 for analysis and training includes a
training set of 398 documents with smoking classification
labels, including documents classified as UNKNOWN. After

bDetails of Smoking Challenge results are included in the full paper

published as the online supplement at www.jamia.org.
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the Challenge, i2b2 released a test set of 104 documents
labeled similarly.

We collected 4,292 additional medical reports from three
healthcare facilities representing a variety of medical spe-
cialties and report types, and annotated them using the five
smoking category labels. We applied the same category
labels to each smoking reference extracted from the docu-
ments, in order to support a two-step document classifica-
tion approach starting at the smoking reference (or mention)
level. We hypothesized that classifying individual smoking
references using local evidence might allow for a more
straightforward feature representation of the problem, and
that we could then categorize documents by reasoning over
the set of mention-level labels. We created three training
sets: one (“i2b2”) contained 502 i2b2 documents; another
(“Nuance”) contained 4,292 documents; a third set
(“Combo”) combined Nuance and i2b2 documents for a
total of 4,794 documents. Differences between Nuance and
i2b2 data with respect to writing style and vocabulary made
the Combo data set less homogeneous.

Identification of Smoking References
The production version of the Nuance medical extraction
engine, which we used to analyze all documents, identifies
document structure (sections, paragraphs, sentences), ex-
pressions referring to medical entities (medications, prob-
lems, procedures, and allergens), and the referential status
of those entities; it also normalizes problem (diagnosis)
references. For the Smoking Challenge and for subsequent
experiments presented here, the engine identified smoking
references as problems, and assigned each one a status
category indicating whether smoking was asserted or de-
nied, for patient or family. The extraction engine also
identified additional smoking-related information, includ-
ing anti-smoking medications and treatments. Sentences
containing phrases indicative of smoking were then ex-
tracted from the documents.

We assigned smoking status UNKNOWN to documents in
which the extraction engine found no potential references to
a patient’s smoking behavior. These documents did not
undergo subsequent steps.

Instance Creation and Classification
A document, and even a single sentence, may contain
several smoking mentions. The assignment of a smoking
category label to a document should be based on all smoking
mentions in the document. This can be done by (1) classify-

F i g u r e 1. Effect of data set size on classification accuracy—

direct approach
ing the mentions first and reconciling them into a single
document-level judgment (mediated approach), or (2) clas-
sifying the document in one step (direct approach).

To collect mention-level details used in both approaches, we
extracted all smoking-related references from documents
that mentioned smoking, along with information that might
characterize the status of the smoking, including predicates
(e.g., “quit”); temporal expressions (e.g., “20 years ago”);
and normalized representations of section headings (e.g.,
“DIAGNOSIS”). Each smoking reference, together with its
status, code, section heading, heading normalization, ne-
gated and current flags, and sentence words and bigrams,
became an instance for classification in the mediated ap-
proach.

In the direct approach, we combined features, generated as
described above, from all smoking mentions in a document
into one data instance. Mention-level linguistic features
were converted to binary features, indicating that a partic-
ular attribute occurred with a particular value. This permit-
ted us to handle cases where the same attribute had different
values in subsequent mentions in the same document.

For both approaches, we assigned smoking categories using
a Support Vector Machine8 trained with a sequential mini-
mal optimization algorithm.9 SVMs have been shown em-
pirically to give very good generalization performance on a
variety of tasks, including some in text domains.c

In the direct approach, this completed the task. In the
mediated approach, classification assigned document-level
smoking categories to each smoking mention separately. We
then used a simple heuristic to derive a document classifi-
cation from the combination of categories obtained for all
smoking instances in the document. The heuristic selected
the most specific of the mention categories to be the docu-
ment category, where UNKNOWN is less specific than
SMOKER or NON-SMOKER, and SMOKER is less specific
than either CURRENT SMOKER or PAST SMOKER. Con-
flicts between categories of equal specificity were resolved
by taking into account the number of instances in each
category and generalizing from examples in the training
data.

cThe learning models for the challenge and our own experiments
were created using the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Anal-

F i g u r e 2. Effect of data set size on classification accuracy—
mediated approach
ysis (WEKA) system.10
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Results
Filtering UNKNOWNs
UNKNOWN was the most frequent label in the data set. Of
the 502 i2b2 training and test documents, 315 (63%) were
labeled UNKNOWN by i2b2 annotators. In the Nuance
data set, 3,452 out of 4,292 documents (80%) were marked
UNKNOWN after no smoking mentions were found in them
by the engine.d

The accuracy of filtering UNKNOWNs using the extraction
engine was 100% on i2b2 test data. We cannot report
accuracy of engine filtering on the other data sets, because
we did not examine the filtered documents to see if they
actually did contain smoking mentions. However, the effec-
tiveness of the filtering on i2b2 test data, and additional spot
checks, indicated that this was probably a low source of
error in our system. Note that documents that were not
filtered by the engine could still subsequently be classified as
UNKNOWN based on the nature of their associated fea-
tures.

The extraction engine filtering of UNKNOWNs contributed
significantly to the accuracy of document classification. The
high degree of accuracy for this category raised our overall
classification accuracy.

Effect of Data Set Size on Document Classification
Accuracy
We restricted our investigation of the effect of data set size
on document classification accuracy to the classification
step applied to the set of documents with almost all
UNKNOWNs filtered out, as described above. (Note that
our accuracy for this step is significantly lower than the
overall accuracy we report for the full sets, which include all
documents.) For each data set (i2b2, Nuance, and Combo),
we created a sequence of subsets of increasing size by
random sampling. Each experiment was repeated 10 times,
and our results are averaged over these trials. In each trial,
we used 10-fold cross-validation to estimate classification
accuracy.

For direct and mediated approaches, the accuracy increases
sharply between 50 and 200 document subsets (see Figures 1
and 2). Above 200, the accuracy increases more slowly. We
appear to be approaching the point where additional data
would be of little help.

dPlease see Table 1, available in the full paper published as a JAMIA

F i g u r e 3. Effect of data set size on classification accuracy—
no engine features (note a different scale from Figures 1 and 2)
online data supplement at www.jamia.org.
We conducted the same experiment without using our
extraction engine to mark mentions and assemble their
features. All (filtered) documents were used in their entirety
(not just sentences containing mentions as in the directed
and mediated approaches), and the features collected were
only words and bigrams used in the documents.

The accuracy for all subsets is significantly lower (Figure 3).
More interestingly, there is no big increase between 50 and
200 document subsets, and the accuracy keeps rising
steadily to the end of the scale. We expect that we would
observe a considerable increase still if we could train our
models on significantly larger amounts of data. It is not
clear, though, whether the accuracy obtained by this ap-
proach could ever match the accuracy obtained using our
extraction engine-generated features, and if so, how large
the data set would need to be.

Using informative features provided by our medical fact
extraction engine allows our system to learn complicated
concepts with much smaller data sets. This point is made
even more clearly by a direct comparison of models trained
with various feature subsets (Figure 4).

Classification using entire documents with only word-based
features (“all doc word features”) performs worst of all. We
observe a significant improvement when we base the clas-
sification on sentences containing mentions only (all other
curves). Among these, using engine-generated linguistic
features (“engine features”) from these sentences produces
better results than using only word-based features (“word
features”), and the combination of engine-generated fea-
tures and word-based features (“both”) performs the best.
We report our results on the Nuance data set; the results on
other sets were similar.

Finally, in most of our experiments, more homogenous data
sets (Nuance, i2b2) have higher accuracy than the joint data
set (the experiment with no engine-generated features re-
ported in Figure 3 is an exception). We suspect that homo-
geneity is beneficial, although its effect is small.e

eA discussion of per-class accuracy and class confusions is available
in the full paper published as the online data supplement at
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Overall Accuracy Including Filtered UNKNOWNs
The experiments presented in the previous section concern
classification accuracy for the subset of documents remain-
ing after a filtering step. For completeness, we report our
overall accuracy here. The only data set for which we can
report it with full confidence is the i2b2 data set, where all
the documents were inspected manually. For Nuance and
Combo datasets, we rely on the accuracy of the filtering step,
which was tested only on a small subset of the documents.

As can be seen in Figure 5, mediated and direct approaches
have very similar overall accuracy scores (with direct
slightly better). The approach using entire documents and
no extraction engine-generated features (“no engine fea-
tures”) is clearly inferior, although the difference here is
mitigated by the effect of adding perfectly classified filtered
documents. The last category, “no filtering,” is the result of
an attempt to classify all documents, including those that
were filtered for other approaches. In this experiment, the
extraction engine was not used for any part of the process,
and the documents were used in their entirety. Features
were defined as words and bigrams present in documents.

This last experiment clearly shows the benefit of restricting
one’s attention to relevant documents and their relevant
fragments. Classification of entire documents requires much
more data; classification with a large proportion of data
including no relevant features (no smoking related com-
ments), requires more data still. This is particularly evident
with the i2b2 data set, which, due to its small size, improves
the most with the addition of preprocessing by the extrac-
tion engine.

Discussion
The Smoking Challenge task represents a realistic clinical
application that requires natural language understanding
and reasoning that takes into account the structure of a
medical document. We hypothesized that the Nuance
medical extraction engine could provide the information
needed to categorize a patient’s smoking status. The
success of the techniques we used to predict smoking

F i g u r e 5. Overall accuracy (in-
cluding filtered documents) as-
suming 100% accuracy of the fil-
tering step
categories supports this hypothesis. We feel that our
combination of linguistic analysis and machine learning is
the key to our success.

The use of intermediate linguistic analysis can offset the
disadvantages of using a small training set in a document
categorization task. We believe that the techniques we
have used to identify and classify smoking could also be
applied to identify other risk factors, such as drug and
alcohol use, or even the family history of a disease or
disorder.
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